
Students get hands on interactions with each element of an  
Intelligent System and participate in meaningful games and  
challenges through the App interface on their tablet:

 >  SEE: Students watch what the vehicle is currently seeing from  
	 the	camera	point	of	view	and	are	challenged	to	find	the	right			
 color thresholds to extract the line being followed.

 > THINK: Students experience both the State Machine of the  
 vehicle and how it decides to switch paths. Students also get   
 insights into the AI Neural Network running on the car and  
 what road signs it is detecting.

 > DO: Students get visibility into the power and energy usage by  
 the car and have the ability to modify the speed and  
 acceleration of the vehicle and monitor those effects on the   
 power system.

 > TALK:  Each car communicates to the ground control  
 station where it is, and the ground control station can  
	 adjust	the	traffic	light	to	achieve	the	optimal	flow	of	traffic.

 > INTERACT: Students	are	encouraged	place	traffic	signs	along		
 the border of the track and see what effects it will have on  
 the cars.

Experience Overview:  

How do Self Driving Cars traverse the See-Think-Do-Talk 
paradigm of an Intelligent System? 

Students get insights into the AI running on the car and can see the Neural 
Network identify the signs it sees. 

STEM Interactive  
Experience in  
Self-Driving Cars  
and AI 

An interactive, hands-on STEM exhibit designed to 
engage your students and provide unique experiences 
into technologies taking place under the hood of the 
Self-Driving Cars of the future
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